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The Transcending Differences [TD]               

Diversity Toolkit 

[E-Track numbers and learning levels addressed vary according to learning activity.] 

 

Caseworkers & Supervisors: Few would disagree that honoring the diversity of children and 

families is “the right thing to do.” Even so, it’s hard to know what “honoring diversity” looks 

like in both action and attitude--and how it can improve child welfare outcomes. 

That’s where the Transcending Differences [TD] Toolkit comes in. 

What is the Transcending Differences [TD] Toolkit? 
It’s a compilation of skill-building activities and resources designed to enhance child welfare 

practitioners’ ability to work across the differences they encounter with children and families. 

 

Divided into various learning activities that are adaptable to many different formats, situations, 

and time frames, the TD Toolkit is designed to address the changing needs and realities of child 

welfare professionals. Those needs include opportunities for just-in-time learning that focuses 

on specific skill development and application of principles related to effective diversity practice 

in a child welfare context. 

Currently available courses in The TD Toolkit include the following: 

 Key Concepts in Culture & Diversity (foundational level) 

A short, interactive online course (30 – 60 minutes) that lays out basic concepts 

around culture and diversity and how they relate to sound child welfare practice. 

A Facilitation Guide for Supervisors is also available. 

  Self-Awareness: An Important First Step toward Diversity Competence                   

(foundational level) 

A short, interactive online course that guides you through exploring your family-

related values, beliefs and practices and contrasting them with those of your 

colleagues. You will consider the potential for inappropriate assessments and 

interventions when encountering family patterns and practices different from your 

own. 

http://www.ocwtp.net/Concepts%20on%20Diversity/player.html
http://ocwtp.net/pdfs/keyconcepts/KeyConceptsCultureDiversity-FacilitationGuideSupervisors.pdf
http://www.ocwtp.net/Self-Awareness/story.html
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A Facilitation Guide for Supervisors is also available. 

 

 Assessing What We See (foundational level) 

A short, interactive online course (30 – 60 minutes) that prepares you mentally for 

the task of making unbiased assessments. As a critical first step, you will practice the 

challenging skill of describing events, people, and behaviors without imposing 

value-driven judgments or interpretations. 

 

 Interviewing Skills for Responsive Diversity Practice (skill-building level) 

[E-Track No. 307-14-S] 

(Description continues below) 

A six-hour workshop that helps caseworkers ask questions in a way that  invites 

authentic input, identifies and honors a client’s diversity, and informs their casework 

powerfully and effectively. 

 

In addition to the toolkit learning activities, a list of Diversity Resources is also available and 

can be accessed online.   

Who is the intended audience? 
The TD Toolkit learning activities and resources are intended for both caseworkers and 

supervisors wishing to support their staff. 

Is credit offered for The TD Toolkit learning activities? 
With the exception of the workshop Interviewing Skills for Effective Diversity Practice [E-Track 

No. 307-14-S], the TD Toolkit offerings are currently not available for training credit. 

How The TD Toolkit is structured:  
The TD Toolkit consists of both learning activities related to diversity and recommended 

diversity resources for reading or viewing:  

 In the former case, a given TD Toolkit learning activity can be either a self-learning 

module (adaptable for individual or group learning) or offered in an alternative 

format, such as a trainer-led workshop.  

 In the latter case, diversity resources consist of a compilation of recommended 

readings, websites, online training opportunities and practical tools to enhance a 

http://ocwtp.net/pdfs/keyconcepts/SelfAwareness-FacilitationGuideSupervisors.pdf
http://www.ocwtp.net/Articulate_Projects/Assessing_What_We_See/story.html
http://www.ocwtp.net/PDFs/Culture%20and%20Diversity%20Resources.pdf
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child welfare professional’s knowledge and skills in the area of diversity. The list of 

these Diversity Resources is available online on the OCWTP website. 

How the Transcending Differences Toolkit is beneficial: 

For the agency 

 Each time a caseworker acts inappropriately, or fails to act out of ignorance about 

diversity issues, an agency risks losing time, resources, and credibility--not to 

mention facing liability issues. The toolkit modules and resources support learners in 

understanding culture and diversity and the role it plays in effective casework. 

 Each learning activity designed for the toolkit can function independently or in 

combination with other modules. Agency staff can determine how to use these 

learning activities in their agencies.   

 Many of the learning activities can be delivered in a variety of ways: as a self-

learning module assigned to individuals, as an exercise that supervisors conduct 

with individuals or a unit (with or without involvement of an outside coach), as a 

component of classroom training, or as a full-day classroom training (as in the case 

of the course called Interviewing Skills for Responsive Diversity Practice). 

The amount of time or depth dedicated to most learning activities can therefore be 

adjusted—subject, once again, to the goals of the agency and the needs and schedules of 

agency staff.  

For children and families 

A family suffers when a worker defaults to his or her own preconceptions about that family, 

leading to barriers to effective casework. On the flip side, a family is best served when a 

caseworker is committed to both understanding and honoring client diversity. 

How this toolkit can be used in your agency: 

Supervisors can assign toolkit activities or resources to individuals for conferences 

or to units for group meetings, and facilitate discussion on their own or with the 

help of a coach. Alternately, they can ask a coach to facilitate the discussion and 

participate right along with their worker(s). 

http://www.ocwtp.net/PDFs/Culture%20and%20Diversity%20Resources.pdf
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Minimum System/Equipment Requirements: 

For self-learning activities via computer, users will need: 

 Access to a computer with internet connectivity, Adobe Reader software 

installed (to enable opening the PDF attachments), and a sound card.  

 Headphones to keep others from being distracted. 

Tips for success:  

 Workers should know that their supervisors value worker participation in 

this learning activity, and that their supervisors have first completed the 

course themselves. 

 Supervisors should also be proactive in applying recommended Transfer of 

Learning Strategies to help ensure their workers’ success. 

What workers and supervisors say about the TD Toolkit activities:  

About Key Concepts of Culture & Diversity:            

 “It’s a good refresher of solid information.”  

 “I liked the case examples and how it wasn’t all about race–it was so inclusive and 

nonjudgmental.”  

 “It helped me refocus on the need to listen before acting or coming to my own conclusions.” 

   About Self Awareness: An Important First Step Toward Diversity Competence:  

 “An excellent course . . . the best I have seen in a long time.”  

 “An effective reminder of how . . . my own values and beliefs [can] get in the way of working 

with a family.” 

 “I liked that it was short and easy to follow and that you could go back to what you missed.” 

                                                                 --Participants from the course pilot 

 

 

About Interviewing Skills for Effective Diversity Competence:            

http://www.ocwtp.net/PDFs/CI/Transfer%20of%20Learning%20Strategies.pdf
http://www.ocwtp.net/PDFs/CI/Transfer%20of%20Learning%20Strategies.pdf
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“I was reminded that clients are people too. Assumptions we make can be wrong and 

assumptions clients make can also be wrong.” 

How to access: 

For the workshop Interviewing Skills for Effective Diversity Competence              

[E-Track No. 307-14-S], go to E-Track to register, or contact your RTC. 

For self-directed courses, you do not need to go through the RTC; go directly online 

to the selected module: 

 Key Concepts in Culture & Diversity 

 Self-Awareness: An Important First Step toward Diversity Competence 

For questions, contact your RTC. 

http://www.ocwtp.net/Concepts%20on%20Diversity/player.html
http://www.ocwtp.net/Self-Awareness/story.html
http://www.ocwtp.net/RTCs.htm

